Script Example for Roll Call During Rise and Shine Assemblies

Student leader: “Welcome to _____________________________!”
(Use the name of your assembly. Example: “Bulldog Bark”)

Audience Response: “It’s a great day to be a Bulldog!”

Student leader: “Preschool, are you here?”

Preschool responds with a chant, cheer, or celebration

Student leader: “Kindergarten, are you here?”

Kindergarten responds with a chant, cheer, or celebration

Student leader: “First Grade, are you here?”

First Grade responds with a chant, cheer, or celebration

Student leader: “Second Grade, are you here?”

Second Grade responds with a chant, cheer, or celebration

Student leader: “Third Grade, are you here?”

Third Grade responds with a chant, cheer, or celebration

And so on...

At the end of Roll Call

Student leader addresses the Principal or Lead teacher:

“Mr./Mrs.______________, all classes are present. Bulldogs, let’s make it a great day!

This is only an example. Make the leaders dialog specific to your audience and keep it fast and fun. It can also be adapted to secondary assemblies.